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Smart gas cooking 
seeks to break African 
cities’ charcoal habit

The widespread use of charcoal for cooking in
African cities can cause devastating damage to
forests up to 300 km away, scientist Sebastian

Rodriguez-Sanchez found while working on energy
and agriculture issues in West Africa. So in 2015, he
co-founded a business to try to fix the problem by
weaning people off charcoal - made by smoldering
wood - and onto bottled gas, a fuel common in his
home country of Mexico.

So far, efforts to introduce cleaner stoves that burn
less fuel have been led mainly by aid agencies working
in rural parts of Africa and Asia - and have had limited
success. But a new push by businesses targeting urban
areas aims to shift the dial. For families in the Tanzanian
city of Dar es Salaam, where Rodriguez-Sanchez start-
ed his business, KopaGas, the $150 cost of a gas stove
and canister equals half the average monthly wage,
making it hard to afford.

As a result, four out of five residents in a city gener-
ating 40 percent of the East African nation’s GDP still
depend on a fuel that damages both forests and their
health to make daily meals. “It’s 2019. People have
smartphones they can do everything (with), but they
are still cooking with charcoal,” said Rodriguez-
Sanchez. That “outrageous” situation has to change to
avoid environmental disaster, he said. KopaGas hopes
to spur uptake of gas cooking using a pay-as-you-go
(PAYG) system it developed.

For an upfront fee of 15,000 Tanzanian shillings
($6.50), a household gets a liquefied petroleum gas
(LPG) cooking kit that includes a canister fitted with a
smart meter. The gas supply is unlocked by mobile
phone payments and the meter monitors consumption,
feeding back data via the Internet of Things (IoT).
KopaGas has signed up 3,500 households for its PAYG
service, and supplies another 20,000 with traditional
gas bottles. Its services reach about 117,000 people in
total, a number it aims to boost to 1 million in Tanzania
by the end of 2021. Rodriguez-Sanchez said the PAYG
model needed to be proved at a large scale to attract
greater levels of investment.

‘Crazy human cost’
Help may be at hand. In July, London-based

BBOXX, one of Africa’s biggest off-grid solar energy
providers, launched a pilot project for PAYG gas cook-
ing in Rwanda’s capital, Kigali. BBOXX said the serv-
ice, aimed at expanding cleaner cooking in urban
areas, would harness the same mobile money and digi-
tal platform it uses for solar kits and power paid in
installments. Mansoor Hamayun, BBOXX CEO and co-
founder, said the company hoped to provide PAYG gas
cooking to 10,000 homes and businesses by the end of
2020, with the aim of proving that a market opportuni-
ty exists and working out how to expand it.

Kigali intends to ban charcoal use in the early
2020s, he noted. In recent years, Kenya has slapped
controls on logging in public forests and on the char-
coal trade to curb its impact, but with limited success.
About 4 million people - many of them women and
children - die every year from indoor air pollution
mostly caused by burning smoky fuels including wood,
kerosene, dung and charcoal. Dirty cooking causes
respiratory and skin ailments, among other health
problems, exacting what Hamayun called a “crazy
human cost”.

But using natural gas - a fossil fuel - instead has not
been a palatable solution to backers of renewable ener-
gy and climate change action, he told the Thomson
Reuters Foundation. Yet in many of Africa’s fast-
expanding cities, where electricity is expensive and
there is little piped gas, bottled LPG may be the best
available alternative to charcoal, at least in the short
term, both Hamayun and Rodriguez-Sanchez said. “LPG
makes a lot of economic sense,” said Hamayun, noting
Kigali already has a distribution network. “It is a cleaner
and better fuel, and has a lot of benefits over charcoal.”

In the future, its smart LPG canisters could be filled
with biogas, produced from sources like animal manure
or municipal waste, once it becomes more widely
available in cities, he added. Up to now, biogas has
mainly been viable for livestock farmers with a ready
supply of dung, though building their own biodigester
to make the gas is pricey, often costing several hun-
dred dollars. However, companies in Mexico and
Cambodia are prefabricating biogas units and stoves,
bringing down the cost, and are starting to use PAYG
technology to help rural families afford them, noted an
April report on the clean cooking market. BBOXX is
also launching a similar service in rural Rwanda.

The Clean Cooking Alliance, a UN-backed coalition
that produced the report, said innovative approaches
to help the poor in developing nations cook more
cleanly are growing, with early indications that some
can work financially at a large scale. Still, investment
remains far below what is required to transition 3 bil-
lion people off dirty fuels, it said. — Reuters

Looking drained in the ornate White House room,
Donald Trump expressed “horror” over twin gun
massacres that killed 31 people and urged the nation,

with unusually powerful language, to unite against racism.
Visually, the address from the oval-walled Diplomatic
Reception Room ticked all the boxes for a consoler-in-
chief moment following the shootings over the weekend in
Texas and Ohio. But there was just one problem: The pres-
ident is being blamed for stoking the very white suprema-
cist extremism that he spoke out against.

Whether telling critical, non-white congresswomen to
“go back” to their countries, branding the majority black
city of Baltimore as “rodent infested,” or repeatedly whip-
ping up crowds of supporters over the “invasion” of
Hispanic illegal immigrants, Trump has put racial contro-
versy at the heart of his 2020 reelection bid. So when it
emerged that the shooter in El Paso, Texas, had published
a rant justifying his murder of 22 people as response to a
“Hispanic invasion,” Trump’s traditional job of consoling a
mourning nation suddenly got a lot more complicated.

Calming the nation 
From the 1986 Challenger space shuttle explosion to the

9/11 terrorist attacks or the latest hurricane disaster, US
presidents have often been called upon to reassure the
country after national tragedies. When the vast country is so
shaken, a calm voice from the elegant, historic White House
can be a crucial first step in restoring confidence. But the
United States is arguably more bitterly divided today than at
any time since the Vietnam war era some four decades ago.
And while a political truce is a prerequisite for presidential
consoling, Trump operates mostly in one gear: attack.

When he visited the scene of California’s deadliest ever
wildfire last year, Trump played the part. But even then, the
habitual fighter couldn’t stop himself from using the occa-
sion to launch political barbs at the state’s Democratic
authorities. Fairly or not, footage of him playfully tossing
paper towel rolls into a crowd after Hurricane Maria dev-
astated Puerto Rico in 2017 came to symbolize what
opponents say is his profound inability to empathize.

‘Shoot them!’ 
This time, Trump has to walk an even sharper political

knife edge. A typical next move after his White House
address would be to fly to the scene of the crime, meeting
with victims and first responders. But while there were

expectations that Trump would make the trip to both Texas
and Ohio today, he immediately faced hostile opposition
from local lawmakers. “Until the President takes ownership
and peels that target off our back and re-humanizes com-
munities like mine it’s not appropriate,” Texas Democratic
congresswoman Veronica Escobar tweeted.

Another Texas Democrat, presidential candidate Beto
O’Rourke, was even more blunt. “This president’s open
racism is an invitation to violence. The writing has been on
the wall since his maiden speech... calling immigrants
‘rapists and criminals,’” O’Rourke tweeted. Trump argues
that his only target is illegal immigration, not the legal kind.
He also regularly touts strong employment figures among
Hispanics and African Americans. “I don’t have a racist
bone in my body,” Trump recently said.

But the campaign crowds he leads in chanting “build
the wall” don’t necessarily care for such distinctions - and
Trump is clearly their hero. Just this May, Trump asked a
rally in Florida, with mock exasperation, how to stop illegal
immigrants, whom he portrayed as an uncontrolled mob
rushing handfuls of border guards. “Shoot them!” an audi-
ence member yelled back. The president paused in mid-
speech. Then he chuckled. — AFP 

US President Donald Trump speaks alongside Vice President Mike Pence about the mass shootings from the Diplomatic Reception Room of the White House in Washington
on Monday. — AFP 

Trump walks political knife-edge on racism 

‘Like a miracle’: 
Poo powering 
Kenya farmers

In 35 years working the land, Kenyan
farmer Josphat Muchiri Njonge has
never seen his coffee shrubs burst

with so much fruit on his verdant hillside
plot outside bustling Nairobi. Same too
goes for the banana and avocado trees
swaying on his two-acre family farm in
Kiambu. The plot is also lush with kale,
spinach, maize and the cereal amaranth.
His secret weapon lies underground.
There, in a brick tank, dung from his 10
dairy cows is quietly transformed into a
rich, organic fertilizer that he says has
supercharged the soil and harvests.

It isn’t the only benefit Njonge, and tens
of thousands of other smallholder farmers
across Africa derive from “biodigesters”.
These tanks, either made of masonry or
modern plastics, act like a magical
mechanical stomach. In the darkness, natu-
ral micro-organisms break down manure in
the absence of oxygen to create compost
and biogas, a clean, renewable energy
source. Kenya boasts more biodigesters
than anywhere else in Africa - a “poo pow-
er” that is being used to run everything
from cooking stoves to farm equipment,
phone chargers and shower heaters.

It is a smart use of land, something that

the UN’s top scientific panel for climate
change says will be crucial for keeping
global temperatures at safer levels while
feeding a growing population. In a special
report this week, the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) detailed
how intensive farming has degraded the
environment - a crisis that requires a
major rethink about how food is produced
and land used wisely.

Agriculture and deforestation pro-
duces almost a quarter of greenhouse gas
emissions, with methane from livestock a
major contributor to a warming planet.
Biogas is essentially carbon neutral, and
helps reduce fossil fuel emissions by
replacing the firewood and charcoal tradi-
tionally burned in kitchens in Africa.
Enormous demand for these cheap
sources of wood has ravaged Kenya’s
forests and degraded its soils. Their fumes
also kill, with 15,000 deaths a year from
indoor air pollution, according to govern-
ment figures. “It’s very convenient for me.
I’ve been using firewood, charcoal, but I
don’t anymore,” said Anne Mburu, a
farmer in Kiambu, who used to spend
2,000 shillings ($20) a month on firewood
before installing a modern, prefabricated
digester alongside her cow shed.

Future energy 
Biogas is filling a gap in East Africa,

where developing economies are fast
growing but power is costly, unreliable or
non-existent. The technology has been
around in Kenya since the 1950s but was
neglected until the Kenya Biogas Program

(KBP) began promoting efforts to scale-
up and commercialize the sector around
2009. Since then, more than 100,000
people have gained access to biogas in
their homes, more than anywhere else on
the continent, says KBP.

Ethiopia rivals Kenya in biogas pro-
duction while initiatives in Uganda,
Tanzania and Rwanda are also gaining
pace. Tim Mungai, a business develop-
ment manager at KBP, said there were
“huge opportunities” for growth in the
Kenyan market alone, where two million
farmers keep cattle at home. “Biogas will
be part of the energy mix for the future to
come,” he told AFP.

Local and foreign companies - includ-
ing Dutch outfit SimGas, Mexican firm
Sistema, and HomeBiogas, an Israeli man-
ufacturer - are rolling out new technolo-
gies in East Africa. Simpler “plug and
play” models, often made from recycled
plastic instead of traditional brick and
mortar, can be installed in hours and gen-
erating gas within a day. Manufacturers
are testing new types of feed stock, diver-
sifying from ordinary cow manure, which
is mixed with a little water to prevent the
system becoming clogged. Some educa-
tion facilities in Kenya are firing their
kitchens on human excrement, and waste
from slum latrines in Nairobi is also being
transformed into green energy. Others
mulch food scraps and slaughterhouse
waste while some greenhouses along
Lake Naivasha, where Kenya’s world-
famous roses blossom, have also been
producing energy from flower offcuts.

Need to adapt 
Farmers across Africa are learning to

make do with less as arable land is swal-
lowed by the continent’s fast-growing
cities. Desertification, deforestation and
degraded soils are also heaping further
strain on land and farmer. In the hilly
breadbasket of Kiambu, coffee and con-
crete vie for space. Agricultural land has
rapidly dwindled as Nairobi has pushed
ever outwards, housing projects abutting
plantations where harvesters hand-pick
crops to feed Kenya’s mushrooming
population. “Farmers need to adapt on
the issue of climate-smart agriculture,”
said Mungai.

The compost left behind in the biogas
production process is an added bonus,
but important for land regeneration. The
“bioslurry” can be used in animal feed, to
rear earthworms, replace chemical pesti-
cides and restore humus to over-farmed
soils. Njonge, a 67-year-old veteran cof-
fee farmer, swears by it. The nutrient-
dense plant food has doubled his coffee
production in under three years, and
improved the quality of his beans.

Apart from higher returns, and saving
cash on fertilizers and firewood, he also
gives some of the bounty to one of his
sons living on an adjacent plot - he pipes
the biogas to his home nearby. And all of
it thanks to his cows. “It’s just like a mira-
cle. Something which we never thought
we would make use of, in that way,
becomes something very amazing,” he
chuckled. — AFP 

Poland scraps taxes 
for young adults 
to curb emigration

Polish teenager Franciszek Filipowski has just signed
on for his first job at a vegetarian restaurant in
Warsaw and thanks to a new government measure,

he will not be paying taxes. “The current party in power
has scrapped taxes for those under the age of 26,” the 19-
year-old told AFP. “That way, they appear sympathetic
towards young voters,” he said, suggesting it could be a
calculated political move ahead of a general election in
October.

The tax break, which came into effect on August 1,
could benefit around two million youths in the country of
38 million people, as it only applies to employees, not
young entrepreneurs, according to Deputy Finance
Minister Leszek Skiba. He told AFP he hopes the legisla-
tion will encourage young people to quickly join the
labour market, which is increasingly lacking in workers.
The under-26 workforce will now receive fatter pay-
checks, since their employers no longer have to hold back
18 percent of the salary to hand over to tax authorities. 

‘Magic wand’ 
The government is also hoping the measure will dis-

courage young people from emigrating in search of higher
wages. “It’s impossible to predict everything... but we think
that any young people who are debating whether to stay
or go work abroad will see that the gap between their net
salary here and abroad is diminishing and that will moti-
vate them to stay in Poland,” Skiba said. In addition, “some
of those who are already in Western Europe - in Germany,
Britain, France or Ireland - will see a reason to consider a
return home,” he said. Skiba said the state could see
around 2.5 billion zloty ($650 million) less in revenue, half
of which would have gone to government coffers and half
to local authorities. 

‘Populism’? 
Another young man interviewed by AFP, 23-year-old

Jan Piotrowski, said he is skeptical regarding the whole ini-
tiative. “The idea was floated just before the EU elections,
so there’s an element of populism,” said Piotrowski, who
had previously worked in commerce and at a bank and is
now looking for a job in the logistics sector. “I don’t expect
to receive a windfall. More something along the lines of an
extra 100 to 200 zloty ($26-52)” per month, he said. 

There are no statistics for the average monthly wage
specifically for young people, only for the working popula-
tion as a whole, where it is a net 3,700 zloty. But to pro-
vide an idea of how marginal the increase in a young per-
son’s take-home pay might be: A burger costs around 25
zloty. Piotrowski said he has been “considering moving
abroad for work over the last couple years” and such a
small amount extra will not sway him. “I don’t like the cur-
rent government’s policies and I don’t expect them to

change. A lot of my friends have the same view,” he told
AFP. “Polish salaries won’t skyrocket. Housing is expensive,
the price of food is going up as well, slowly but surely,”

Some economists are also not convinced by the gov-
ernment plan. “Eliminating this tax won’t make much of a
difference for the economy,” said Andrzej Sadowski, presi-
dent of the Adam Smith Centre, a Polish think-tank
espousing free market views. “For an employer, it’s not the
18 percent tax on income that’s expensive, it’s the social
security charges of just over 40 percent,” he told AFP.
Employees pay about 24 percent of their gross salary in
social security contributions in Poland and employers
around 18 percent.

Like Sweden 
Still, he believes that it is employers who will benefit the

most from the program. “Now when they hire a young per-
son, they’ll be able to offer a salary on which they won’t
have to pay 18 percent in taxes,” he said. Sadowski does not
discount an electoral motivation for the legislation, saying
that “in Poland, like in France, the government often gives
voters gifts ahead of the election.” “In this particular case,
the measure favoring youths is meant to offset the negative
effect of higher social security charges for small business-
es,” which are to come into effect in January, he said.

Supporters of the new tax break see a precedent in
Sweden, where in 2007 the centre-right government
slashed employer charges in half for people under 26 years
of age to ease their access to the job market. The following
centre-left administration scrapped the move in 2016, say-
ing it was ineffective. — AFP 


